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The Healthcare Changemakers Podcast and Existing
Conditions .Press
Creating Space for Conversation and Resource Sharing Among
Healthcare Changemakers
By Emily Löwinger

Introduction
I’ve been obsessed with healthcare for the last few years, basically ever since I was
unceremoniously dropped from my mom’s private corporate health insurance plan a month
before my 26th birthday. Once I became responsible for my own healthcare coverage I saw the
nightmare that it is: both how unnecessarily predatory and inefficient the medical industrial
complex tends to be, but also how – because it is tied to employment status – one’s health or

health insurance situation could change the course of somebody’s life and/or impact major
personal decision-making.
Back then, I dealt with the frustration and overwhelming hopelessness the only way I knew how:
through theatre and sketch comedy. Before rehearsals we’d catch up and one of us would
inevitably have a story to tell about a health insurance issue, to the point where we created an
entire storyline – kind of the skeleton/throughline of our sketch show – about a character who
chose to put off health visits due to her high deductible only to eventually die of untreated
disease (spoiler alert!).
We then adapted that throughline into a full-length musical, called Explanation of Benefits. It’s
based on research, interviews, and personal experience. The live run of the show was sadly
and somewhat ironically canceled partway through due to the COVID-19 pandemic. I decided to
pivot and give journalism school a try.
I started at The Craig Newmark Graduate School of Journalism in the Fall of 2020 and knew
that I wanted to continue working on healthcare-related issues, and I knew I wanted it to be
solutions-based and looking at the issue on a systemic level, which is why I decided to choose
healthcare changemakers – people working to improve healthcare for everyday patients – as
my community of focus.
During my time in graduate school, I interviewed a doctor who brings sex ed to YouTube, I also
interviewed folks (including Megan Rohrer, a trans Bishop who was featured on Queer Eye) on
what it’s like to be queer and experience pandemic + holiday depression.
One of my favorite things that I wrote was an article titled: “Why You Can Get Botox at the
Dentist and What That Says About Oral Healthcare Access in America .” For that article I
interviewed a couple of changemakers: a scientist trying to empower nurses to do dental
screenings in nursing homes, a dental hygienist providing cleanings in homeless shelters, and a
health administrator whose job it is to try and convince dentists to take Medicaid.
I also volunteered with Healthcare for the People - a group of healthcare providers who come
together and run free health clinics in Prospect Park in Brooklyn and St. Mary’s Park in the
Bronx. For approximately one year, I helped them with their social media. I helped put together
their story highlights, I made their digital flyers, I documented at the clinics, and posted for them
regularly. It was so great using what I learned in order to help this group share their story and
engage with their audience, fellow practitioners, and patients.
Healthcare for the People was started in large part due to the experience many of the providers
in the group had during the early days of COVID-19 when they ran the medical unit at a COVID
hotel for unhoused New Yorkers. I interviewed a few members of the group for an audio
documentary. The trailer can be listened to here. I also wrote a feature about them for reporting
class, where I delved into how they run their free, no-ID-required outdoor clinic from a solutions
journalism point of view.

The Healthcare hellscape
In the United States, access to healthcare is not treated like a human right. Access is predicated
on employment, income, citizenship status, and whether one can afford care.
The U.S. healthcare system so often puts profits before patients, and is known to produce the
worst health outcomes out of any other wealthy nation, despite the fact that the U.S. outspends
its global counterparts.
For those that have (or had) insurance through an employer, premium costs have risen
62%-82% over the past 10 years, and it is rare these days to find an employer who doesn’t
offset some of this cost onto the employee, even in jobs like teaching positions that traditionally
have “great benefits.”
Even prior to our current pandemic, the cost of drugs, doctor’s visits, and an overly-complicated
healthcare system led many Americans to resort to drastic measures to tend to medical needs,
from rationing insulin to ingesting fish antibiotics.
An estimated 12 million people lost their health coverage because of job loss from the
COVID-19 pandemic. About ⅔ of this group were either Gen Z or Millennials.
A survey conducted by AccessOne earlier this year found that 66% of Americans surveyed were
concerned they will not be able to afford medical care this year. A survey released in March of
2020 found that almost 1 in 4 Americans reported skipping care because of costs. Despite a
historic health crisis, medical debt is climbing, and hospitals (a majority of them being non-profit
hospitals) continue to sue their patients over past-due medical bills. During a time with record
unemployment and hunger, the nation’s top insurers reported billions in profits.
It's no wonder there is so much distrust in medicine in this country. About 61% of the population
is fully vaccinated against COVID-19. Hospitals all over America were forced to ration care
because of overwhelmed ICUs caused by the Delta variant and meanwhile, the state of
Mississippi and the FDA had to ask people to stop taking drugs meant for cows and horses as
an alternative to the COVID vaccine.
In talking to and working with the inspiring providers at Healthcare for the People and other
medical providers in the U.S. as well, I became much more keenly aware of the struggles
medical providers face, and the unique space they occupy within the healthcare industrial
complex. Sure, some providers have been and are harmful. Some do profit off of this mess. Yes,
inside an exam room nurses and doctors hold the power and they need to be taught how to
treat their patients with dignity and respect. Providers need to take their patients’ financial
situation into account. Patients need to feel empowered to ask questions and call out insulting
or predatory behavior.
But everyone I’ve talked to thus far entered into the profession to help people, and so often, as
Dr. Widoff, one of the founders of Healthcare for the People, told me, the system itself is an
obstacle.

Medical providers aren’t immune to healthcare b.s. either. One doctor I spoke to told me about
how she accelerated her marriage so she could get onto her partner’s insurance in order to
have the most reputable surgeon in the area perform her hip surgery. Her sister, she told me,
works as an emergency room resident outside of Boston and had to wait three months for her
medical insurance to kick in.
The majority of medical students graduate with debt, which now averages $241,600. As one
provider told me, this amount of debt makes some in the medical community resistant to
change, for fear that it would compromise their income and make them unable to pay off this
enormous debt.
Medical providers are tired. Many are leaving the industry or retiring early because of
pandemic-related stressors. Some, like the providers who founded Healthcare for the People,
are practicing medicine for free and outdoors as a form of protest against what they feel is an
unjust and inhumane system. Others, like the nurses at St. Vincent’s in Massachusetts, are
fighting against their employer for better working conditions that make it safer for patients.
And of course, there are patient advocates and activists who are working from outside the
system to support people and create change, too. They often, without institutional medical
training, become care experts because they had to figure out everything for themselves and
want to share their knowledge.
My goal is to create work that helps changemakers tell their stories, highlights their work, and
connects them to one another.

Listening
I’ve done listening and input-gathering in the following ways:
Asking questions on Metaverse
I’ve done some crowd-sourcing using Instagram stories, asking for people’s perspectives
on different healthcare issues.
Asking questions on the app, Lex
Lex is known as the queer Craigslist. It allows you to post personal ads and people can
browse ads (you can filter based on geography or choose to have no filter) and respond
to people’s ads. I like it because it doesn’t feel invasive like dropping into a Facebook
group. The people who reach out do so because they genuinely want to. Doing this has
led to interesting conversations that have led to interviews and ongoing communications.
Here is an example of such ongoing communication:

Below is an example of a Lex ad I posted and the responses I got from it.

Google Survey
In the Fall of 2021 (my last semester) I created a Google survey and dispersed it to healthcare
changemakers with whom I have regular contact. I wanted to know more about their
experiences during the pandemic: what the best and worst parts of their jobs are, and how they
feel about media portrayal. My questions were set-up as short answers, so folks had to use their
own words to describe their experiences.
Over 80% (5 out of 6) of the people who took the survey cited helping or connecting with people
as the most gratifying part of their work.
50% (3 out of 6) of respondents said they feel the media does not do a good job of having
complex discussions about the healthcare crisis in America:
“I think the media does a good job at highlighting major frustrations regarding healthcare
delivery in the United States. I think the media sometimes oversimplifies the problems
surrounding healthcare delivery and minimizes the role that middlemen play in complicating
delivery and raises the costs of care.” -Physician
“I would like the media to focus more on the big picture and highlight how broken our current
system is. Periodically, there are excellent pieces of this nature - too often, as I am sure is
required by space and time constraints, as well as readers' attention, the lens is too narrow.”
-Physician
“There's less stigmatization about seeking mental health services but continuing to put the
responsibility for change on the individual rather than the overarching systems.” -Art therapist
Below are some responses to the survey question: what do you wish people knew about
you/your work?
“I wish people would know about how hard we work behind the scenes to find the right
answer.”
“A lot of it is politics and we make mistakes.”
“I’m not trying to sell anything from big pharma. I am not an expert in virology or epidemiology
but I trust experts who are, and I wish patients were able to get as fired up about social
responsibility as they do about conspiracy theories. I’m exhausted.”

Below are some responses to the survey question: When it comes to the current
healthcare crisis, what is your biggest takeaway / what do you hope will be
emphasized in history years down the line when humanity looks back on this time?
“What seems crystal clear to me as an essential lesson of these last couple of years is that
our health as individuals and as a community is deeply interdependent and intertwined with
everyone else's health and wellbeing. We cannot have a vibrant and thriving society without
caring for the health and wellbeing of every member of that society.”

Texting/DMing
I use texting and chat apps, from iMessage to WhatsApp to Signal in order to participate in
healthcare-related groups. I also text one-on-one to maintain relationships with members of my
community, see example below.

In-Person
Attending some of Healthcare for the People’s in-person clinics provided me the

opportunity to help document the events, but also to engage in conversation and hear
the perspectives of different healthcare workers, from physicians to nurses to social
workers. At the clinics there were new people each time, some with activism
backgrounds, some with healthcare backgrounds, and the calm atmosphere fostered
great conversation.

Complicating the Narrative: What Physicians Are Saying

“The system is broken for patients in part because it’s broken for physicians. We can’t
do what we feel like we need to do.”
Juliet Widoff, Family Physician & Medical Director for Healthcare for the People, from an
interview I conducted in Fall 2020 for a piece for Reporting Class.
Thoughts from Dr. Simone Arvisais-Anhalt on lack of hospital pricing transparency
despite new laws.
Dr.s and Debt: Why Healthcare Reform is Unappealing to Some American Doctors
Snippets from a one-on-one Zoom session with a community member, Dr. Simone Arisas-Anhalt
who has conducted research into hospital compliance with CMS (Center for Medicare and
Medicaid Services) pricing transparency law.

Some Listening Takeaways
❖ Patients in general are extremely frustrated by cost and lack of cost transparency / feel
like care they receive isn’t worth the money and trouble.
❖ Patients do not always understand why the system is this way and who to blame.
❖ Healthcare changemakers are also frustrated by the overly complex healthcare system
and how it degrades the work they are able to do (even something like, ‘Why do I always
have to wait a long time before I can see the doctor’ comes back down to
insurance/corporatization of healthcare).
❖ Healthcare changemakers are exhausted by the pandemic.
❖ Healthcare changemakers wish patients knew what they go through to do a good job.

Practicum
I produced a podcast, the Healthcare Changemakers Podcast.
Each of the three episodes was created out of live interview events that I produced each
semester.
My goal was to create engaging content by using audio because it felt like a way to dive deep
into a topic while at the same time making it accessible to non-experts. Audio is also a great
format for people who are busy as you can listen to something while multitasking.
I also wanted to create opportunities for live interactions and experiences, faithful to both my
theatre roots and levereging my experience working professionally in events.
As I created the website for my podcast, I was guided by my entrepreneurial journalism
professor to narrow my focus a bit in terms of the demographics of my community that I was
serving. I decided to narrow my focus and strategy on reaching healthcare changemakers who
are LGBTQ or LGBTQ-adjacent and affirming, and those who are Gen X and younger.

More about the 3 podcast episodes including Metrics + Impact:
Episode 1 Home For the Holidays: What Sexual Health Conversations Can Teach Us
About Boundaries During COVID (December 2020)
~40 attendees
This show featured Courtney Brame, founder of Something Positive for Positive People, who we
talked to about boundaries in the age of COVID-19 and what sex ed and consent can teach us
about how to interact with friends and family during a pandemic including how to set boundaries
around COVID. It was a crossover show with Explanation of Benefits, so in addition to the
interview with Courtney we did sketches including a Sex & the City parody (Hugs & the City), a
parody of Lizzo’s Good As Hell about the slowness of the USPS, a sketch about getting tested
for COVID during the holidays, and more.
Courtney also talked in-depth about his organization, Something Positive for Positive People,
which produces a weekly podcast and also connects people to therapy and resources for STI
recovery and prevention, especially those focused on helping people living with herpes.

From Jennie, a nurse working at a Planned Parenthood in Connecticut who now has a new
resource to share with patients who are diagnosed with HSV aka herpes (which could be
considered a life-saving resource since many diagnosed with HSV experience suicidal ideation)
thanks to our December 2020 EOB livestream event.

Episode 2: Healthcare Changemakers Panel: Long COVID & HSV (May 2021)
~20 attendees
I along with my Explanation of Benefits co-creator Eileen Conneely interviewed Fiona
Lowenstein of Body Politic, and Hannah Davis of the Patient-Led Research Collaborative, plus
Courtney Brame of Something Positive for Positive People. Fiona and Hannah are both leaders
in raising awareness about Long COVID, and we talked about how misunderstood viruses have
been throughout our history, especially when it comes to chronic or long-term side effects and
how those long-term effects aren’t usually taken seriously by mainstream medicine. We tied this
in with Courtney’s work, which largely centers on HSV (herpes) advocacy.
As Omicron spreads through a woefully unprepared New York City, this episode feels extremely
relevant as once again Long COVID is overlooked as a concern.
Here are some highlights from the show.
Feedback from guests (copied directly from the Zoom chat):
A moment of sharing and catharsis:
21:39:48 From KM to Everyone : I have been an RN at one of the largest healthcare systems
in New Orleans for 25 yrs. I tested + 3/26/20 and was exposed at work. We are not encouraged
to share if we are suffering with longhaulers. Providers will not allow us to report within the
hospital how many employees have issues. Because these are not reported, we aren’t aware of
the impact long covid will have on the medical system. It is going to take groups like this to
make the shift happen. Viral syndromes aren’t new. EBV, HSV, etc are under studied and under
reported. “New” is a crutch for lack of curiosity.
Examples of appreciation/information sharing
21:44:37 From OQ they/he to Everyone : That’s so wild. As someone who had chronic lyme, I
am not surprised this gaslighting happens with other viruses
21:59:24 From Fiona Lowenstein to Everyone : and this is an issue w/ other illnesses like ME
as well. people think it is “just fatigue”
22:00:18 From Lana to Everyone : It is both telling and worrisome that the a very common
annual ME/CFS campaign is called #millionsmissing. This stems from the fact that at some point
ME/CFS-ers just become missing: Missing from work, life, and from healthcare - as there is
nothing being done for their care.
22:03:09 From Annie Miller to Everyone : WOW.

22:09:06 From OQ they/he to Everyone : thank you SO much! This was so incredibly
informative
22:11:47 From Sam to Everyone : (I really appreciate the answer)
22:12:15 From OQ they/he to Everyone : I had a strange flu-like illness this year and tested
negative and have always wondered if it was actually covid
22:13:26 From Fiona Lowenstein to Everyone : @Orion, there are some people in our support
group who believe they were infected prior to March. I don’t think you’re the only person
wondering this.
22:13:53 From Hannah Davis to Everyone : Agreed Orion - you can see common symptoms in
our recent paper if that helps!
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.12.24.20248802v2.full.pdf
22:13:57 From OQ they/he to Everyone : Thank you! Yeah for me it was in august but, it was
like nothing else I’ve ever had and I was tested but still...
22:14:29 From Annie Miller to Everyone : This was excellent! Thank you!
22:15:03 From AJR to Everyone : Thank you to all the speakers and to Em & Eileen for
organizing and for the thoughtful questions! Everything is depressing but I feel better about the
world knowing you all are working to make it better :).
22:15:06 From Lana to Everyone : Thank you for the long-hauler change makers to keep
ME/CFS as part of the awareness building. We appreciate it.

Episode 3: A Queer/Trans Therapist Divests from Licensure (December 2021)
~10 attendees.
It felt like I was really able to reach my intended audience, which was people who are
considering divesting from licensure, or already have. Here are some snippets from the live
chat.
kb to me (direct message) (9:24 PM)
Would love to hear your thoughts on therapists’ self-disclosure or lack thereof and how it affects
the therapeutic alliance
RM to me (direct message) (9:24 PM)

Hi Orion! I’m also a shrink, and would like to divest from the system of licensure, but almost all
of my clients are trans and many of them want letters for medical transition. I’d also like to divest
from the system of gate keeping letters, but how do you see yourself navigating this need in the
existing system?
C’s iPhone to Everyone (9:39 PM)
I see often there are people with the title of coach/life coach that appear to offer the same form
of healing that therapy offers. Is there a difference between a coach and an unlicensed
therapist? Who should have a coach and who should have a therapist?
s to Everyone (9:48 PM)
Similar follow up question: do you feel that you have the capacity to work with “severe mental
illness”
SN to Everyone (10:15 PM)
great convo, yall!
d to Everyone (10:15 PM)
thank you!!
LR to Everyone (10:16 PM)
Thank you both!! That was super interesting! I agree with you so much Orion and I appreciate
you sharing your story.

Podcast guest feedback
I actually also asked Orion to give me feedback on the event (which I will now do w/ my guests
going forward) and he wrote a lovely impact statement.
Here are some things that came out of doing the podcast for Orion:
-gained several new followers from instagram
-other therapists attended and might be interested in joining his group consultation he’s trying to
start in 2022
-Courtney Brame from Something Positive for Positive People asked him to be interviewed for
his podcast
-Lots of other therapists he knows asked him about when they will be able to listen to the
podcast recording because they are also interested in divesting and want to learn more
-Feels inspired and more confident in starting his own podcast

Miscellaneous community feedback

The above is feedback from Dr. Simone Arvisais-Anhalt who I’ve had a few conversations with
about her work, how to make it more accessible, and about my work, too.

Moving forward
I learned that there is definitely a market for live interview events with interesting people,
especially among queer people. I’m proud of the work I produced and the impact my work has
had on the community. But if I could do it all over again, I’d narrow even further from the onset in
terms of my community specifics. For example: queer nurses in NYC.
I wound up narrowing in my last semester to queer healthcare changemakers under 50. But I
think if I had done that earlier it would have been more effective.
In terms of challenges, I think everyone in the program faced the challenge of working under
COVID-19 circumstances and I was no exception. The pandemic affected my community in very
specific ways, and I had to learn to be flexible. My advice to anyone reporting on this community
is to be patient and try to be helpful and understand that healthcare changemakers are facing
enormous amounts of pressure.
The other thing I learned is that you need to think about metrics carefully and develop the
means by which you will measure them as part of your process. For example, as I mentioned
already in this report, after my last interview, I asked for feedback from my podcast guest.
Knowing that’s something I want to do for every interview, I will make a Google Form that I can
send out after each interview and which will log all responses to a spreadsheet. Little things like
that make it that much easier in the future.
This program was also a great reminder to start small in terms of a project and focus. Start small
and do that thing well and then expand. Don’t get sidetracked by the sheer amount of problems
and questions out there.

I am planning to continue the Healthcare Changemakers Podcast and the goal is to conduct 1
interview per month. My next guest will be my fellow Engagement J Class of 2021 cohort
member, Jacqui Neber. We’ll talk about congregate living facilities and how COVID has
impacted folks living in them as well as their families and loved ones.

Final Medium post
Appendix of degree highlights
Why You Can Get Botox at the Dentist and What That Says About Oral Healthcare Access
in America
Summary: An article that explores the history of botox injections performed by dental offices
with insights from dental health changemakers on the oral health disparities within an industry
that places increasing emphasis on cosmetic procedures.
Process: For that article I interviewed a couple of changemakers: a scientist trying to empower
nurses to do dental screenings in nursing homes, a dental hygienist providing cleanings in
homeless shelters, and a health administrator whose job it is to try and convince dentists to take
Medicaid. I also interviewed an ER doctor who works in upstate New York about his experience
treating severe dental-related infections in the emergency room, although that quote didn’t make
it into the final piece.
Covid Hotel
Summary: A 14-minute audio documentary about a group of healthcare providers who were
tasked with running a COVID-19 isolation hotel for unhoused New Yorkers in the Spring of 2020,
at a time when the city’s hospitals were overwhelmed with the severely ill.
Process: I produced this for the Audio Documentary course I took with Ilya Marritz in the Spring
of 2021. I interviewed 5 people from the group Healthcare for the People, about their experience
during the early days of COVID.

NYC Mayoral Race: When It Comes to Campaign Donations, Andrew Yang is An Outlier
and Women Lag Behind
Summary: A data-driven story analyzing the campaign funding strategies and results for the top
eight NYC mayoral candidates, written in April 2021.
Process: I used data from the New York City Campaign Finance Board (NYCCFB). For
analysis, I created 3 pivot tables per candidate: one for States (so I could see a breakdown of
what percentage of donations came from which state), one for Dates (so I could see a timeline
of their campaign finance journey), and one for Boroughs (so I could see what percentage of
each candidate’s total funds came from the 5 boroughs). I spoke to Dr. John Mollenkopf, the
Director of Urban Studies at the CUNY Graduate Center and an NYC politics expert, about the

integrity of my findings. I also spoke to Dr. Andrea Jones-Roy, professor of political science at
NYU, about my findings, especially those that related to gender.
Healthcareforthepeople2020 Instagram Account
Summary: The instagram account for Healthcare for the People, for which I did social &
engagement strategy, posting, & graphic design for almost the entirety of my time at Newmark J:
from October 2020-October 2021. I did this on a voluntary basis.
Process: Using the tactics we learned in our Social Media class, my goal was to help HFTP (a
group of healthcare providers who ran free clinics in Prospect Park) make their Instagram
content a) easy to read and understand b) aesthetically pleasing and c) shareable in order to
help them spread the word about their services. The first step was creating digital IG flyers that,
unlike their first paper version, were extremely easy to read and clear when it came to the
healthcare offerings. In the days leading up to a clinic, I’d communicate with the group to find
out what was on offer, make the flyer, post it to their grid, their stories, and most importantly, I
would DM other accounts (like @justiceforgeorge) the flyer and ask them to share. Every time
the flyers were posted and shared we would see a sharp increase in followers. To this day the
account (which was first created in August 2020) has 3,113 followers. I also curated their story
highlights, made their linktree, and would take photos at the outdoor clinics and post to stories
and the grid (mine are the monochrome portraits). Occasionally the group wanted to create
posts that were more like PSAs about COVID, and I would design and post those as well. Lastly,
I monitored the DMs, and would pass along important requests to our signal group.
Ethical guidelines I developed for my community in the law and ethics class.
Summary: My guidelines, copied from Blackboard where we had to turn in work, where I write
about the need to protect people/sources who speak out against the healthcare industrial
complex.
Process: This was developed based on what we discussed in class.
The Healthcare Changemakers Podcast
Summary: A podcast + live event series made from live interviews with healthcare
changemakers.
Process: For each episode, I interviewed someone actively engaged in changing healthcare for
patients, be it through patient advocacy or therapy, etc. The interviews were conducted live so
that audience participation and community questions would shape the conversation.

Existing Conditions and Start Up Sprint Lean Canvas
Summary: A website dedicated to healthcare changemaker conversations and resources.
Process: For our Start Up Sprint class, we had to make a product and I decided to make a
website. The site, whose name was inspired by the insurance term “pre-existing conditions,”
was designed to be simple and easy to use above all. The healthcare resources tab has a form
at the bottom so folks can add to the resource list.

